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NYSED General Information: (518) 474-3852 ACCES-VR: 1-800-222-JOBS (5627) High School Equivalency: (518) 474-5906 New York State Archives: (518) 474-6926 New York State Library: (518) 474-5355 New York State Museum: (518) 474-5877 Office of Higher Education: (518) 486-3633 Office of the Professions: (518) 474-3817 P-12 Education:
(518) 474-3862 Pre-K Kids Kicked Out of Schools Across the Co A comprehensive review of academic performance around the world gives bad marks to excessive homework.Teachers in Japan, the Czech Republic and Denmark assign relatively little homework, yet students there score well, researchers said this week."At the other end of the spectrum,
countries with very low average scores -- Thailand, Greece, Iran -- have teachers who assign a great deal of homework," says Penn State researcher David Baker."American students appear to do as much homework as their peers overseas -- if not more -- but still only score around the international average," said co-researcher Gerald LeTendre.Baker
and LeTendre examined the Third International Study of Mathematics and Sciences (TIMSS), which in 1994 collected data from schools in 41 nations on performance in grades 4, 8 and 12. Additional similar data from 1999 was factored in.The homework burden is especially problematic in poorer households, where parents may not have the time or
inclination to provide an environment conducive to good study habits, the researchers conclude. In particular, drills designed to improve memorization may not be suited to many homes."An unintended consequence may be that those children who need extra work and drill the most are the ones least likely to get it," Baker said. "Increasing homework
loads is likely to aggravate tensions within the family, thereby generating more inequality and eroding the quality of overall education."The findings are detailed in a new book, "National Differences, Global Similarities: World Culture and the Future of Schooling" (Stanford University Press).In the early 1980s, U.S. teachers began assigning more
homework, the researchers say. The shift was in response to mediocre performance in comparison to Japanese students. At the same time, the trend was going the other way in Japanese schools. The new study found U.S. math teachers assigned more than two hours of homework a week in 1994-95, while in Japan the figure was about one hour per
week."Undue focus on homework as a national quick-fix, rather than a focus on issues of instructional quality and equity of access to opportunity to learn, may lead a country into wasted expenditures of time and energy," LeTendre says.The homework burden might also affect performance among children of higher-income parents."Parents are
extremely busy with work and household chores, not to mention chauffeuring young people to various extracurricular activities, athletic and otherwise," LeTendre said. "Parents might sometimes see exercises in drill and memorization as intrusions into family time."Related Stories Your child’s test results serve as an ‘academic checkup’ to make sure
your child is on track for the next grade level; measure progress over time so you can see your child’s year-to-year performance; and provide a deeper level of information by pinpointing what skills your child has mastered and what skills your child is still developing.100 Free Gifted Practice QuestionsELA English Language Arts Test
ScoresPerformance LevelNew York State assigns Performance Levels 4, 3, 2, and 1 to scale scores on the test. Students can score a Level 4 through Level 1 on the test, depending on their scale score (see chart below). See the bottom of this page for definitions of each of the four Performance Levels.Proficiency Rating The Proficiency Rating shows
where a student falls within a particular Performance Level. Ratings range from 1.0 to 4.5.Scale Score Student performance on the test is translated into an overall Scale Score. Scale Scores range from 148 – 423.NYS English Language Arts Grade 3 Scale Score RangesLevel 4: 358 – 423 Level 3: 320 – 357 Level 2: 291 – 319 Level 1: 148 – 290New
York City Percentile Range The percentile range is displayed in quartiles; it shows whether your child’s performance falls in the bottom 25% (0-25%), between 26% and 50%, between 51% and 75%, or in the top 25% (76-100%) of all students in New York City in your child’s grade level and on this test.Overall State Percentile Range Same as above,
except that this range shows how your child performed relative to all students in New York State in your child’s grade level and on this test.Additional Information on the ELA ScoresReading and Writing from Sources Subscores Subscores are calculated based on points earned on groups of questions on the test that measure similar or related
knowledge or skills. Subscores provide additional information about how your child performed. The subscores on the ELA test are divided into Reading and Writing from Sources. The Reading subscore provides a general sense of your child’s performance on multiple‐choice questions that measure Reading. These Reading questions measure
learning standards in both reading and language conventions. The Writing from Sources subscore is based on the points earned on short (2‐point) and extended (4‐point) writing questions. Writing from Sources questions measure learning standards in writing, reading, and language conventions.Points Earned By Your Child on Reading Points Earned
by Your Child on Reading represents the number of points earned by your child on questions measuring Reading. Your child earns one point for each question that he or she answered correctly. For example, if your child correctly answered 20 questions that measure Reading, he or she will have a score of 20 for Points Earned by Your Child on
Reading.Number of Possible Points on Reading Number of Possible Points on Reading describes the total number of points measuring Reading that are possible to achieve on the test. This number can be compared with Points Earned By Your Child on Reading. For example, if the Number of Possible Points on Reading is 31 and your child answered 20
questions correctly (score of 20 on Points Earned by Your Child on Reading), then he or she answered 11 of the 31 Reading questions incorrectly.Average Points Earned Across NY on Reading The Average Points Earned Across NY on Reading reports the average number of points earned by students throughout New York State. This number can be
used to compare your child’s performance to that of the other students throughout the State who took the ELA test in your child’s grade. For example, if your child earned 20 points in Reading, he or she has correctly answered three more Reading questions than the average grade 3 student in the State since the Average Points Earned Across NY on
Reading in that grade is 17. Please note that a student may earn more points than average in Reading and still be considered not proficient.Points Earned by your Child on Writing from Sources Points Earned by your Child on Writing from Sources represents the total number of points earned on questions measuring Writing from Sources. Questions
that measure Writing from Sources include two types of constructed‐response questions:short‐response (maximum of 2 points) and extended‐response (maximum of 4 points).Number of Possible Points on Writing from Sources Number of Possible Points on Writing from Sources describes the total number of points a student can earn on questions
measuring Writing from Sources. This number can be compared with Points Earned By Your Child for Writing from Sources. For example, if your child earned 17 points on questions that measure Writing from Sources, and there are 24 possible points on questions that measure Writing from Sources, then he or she did not earn seven of the possible
points.Average Points Earned Across NY on Writing from Sources The Average Points Earned Across NY on Writing from Sources represents the average number of points earned by students throughout New York State on questions that measure Writing from Sources. This number can be used to compare your child’s performance to that of the other
students throughout the State who took the ELA test. For example, if your child earned 17 points on questions that measure Writing from Sources, he or she has earned five more points on that section than the average grade 3 student in the State since the Average Points Earned Across NY on Writing from Sources in that grade is 12. Please note that
a student may earn more points than average in Writing from Sources and still be considered not proficient.Mathematics Test ScoresScaling is the process by which test results on the underlying scale are mathematically transformed to numeric (scale) scores. Scale scores reflect the difficulty of the questions when reporting student results. Scale
scores are meant to help with the interpretation of test results.For Further Reading on Scaled Scores: Why Do Standardized Testing Programs Report Scaled Scores?The New York City Department of Education also creates Individual Student Reports (ISR’s) that provide schools and families with additional information about students’ performance on
the previous year’s grades 3 – 8 ELA and math State exams.The State Education Department plans to have instructional reports returned to teachers by the end of the school year and release at least 75-percent of the test questions. The 2017 Score Reports for parents will feature the updated clearer design and more information about what students
should know and be able to do at each grade level. These will be ready over the summer.Want to try us out? Sign up for a free account today and get 100 practice questions.100 Free Gifted Practice Questions See if TestingMom.com supports your child’s test by your school district. If you don't see your child's school district listed, check with us! We
have practice for other tests as well.
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